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Abstract

This thesis introduces the notion of a force on a permutation pattern. After develop-
ing the necessary theory, forced patterns are applied to the coincidence classification
of mesh patterns, completing the classification up to length three. Then forced pat-
terns are shown to give a new method for enumerating permutation classes, allowing
automatic enumeration of several cases previously only done by ad-hoc methods.



Nauðungarmynstur og notkun þeirra í samtilfellisflokkun
möskvamynstra og talningum á umraðanaflokkum

Tómas Ken Magnússon

janúar 2018

Útdráttur

Þessi ritgerð kynnir hugmyndina um nauðung á umraðanamynstur. Eftir að undir-
stöðukenningar um nauðungarmynstur hafa verið settar fram eru þessi mynstur notuð
í samtilfellisflokkun á möskvamynstrum. Að lokum eru kynntar nýjar aðferðir sem
nýta nauðungarmynstur í talningum á umraðanaflokkum. Þessar sjálfvirku aðferðir
eru framkvæmdar á umraðanaflokka sem forðast mynstur af lengd fjórum sem í nokkr-
um tilvikum var eingöngu áður hægt að telja með sértækum aðferðum.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

When the Four Color Theorem was proved with the help of a computer, it became
apparent that computers would play a big role in the advance of mathematics. The
idea of using computers and experimental data to conjecture mathematical statements
goes back as far as the 18th century when Legendre conjectured the prime number
theorem by examining tables of primes. These tables were computed by humans,
the first computers, which compared to modern computer clusters are very limited in
memory and speed. Humans are, however, still useful for coming up with new ideas.
With that in mind, this thesis will show how we teach the computer to reason about
permutations, have it compute, and then examine the resulting data and try to come
up with new ideas to teach the computer. More specifically, this thesis will focus
on algorithmic methods to classify and enumerate classes of permutations avoiding
patterns.

Permutation patterns have been studied since as early as the beginning of the 20th

century [1] but interest in modern day study was sparked by Simion and Schmidt
[2]. The classical permutation patterns have been generalized to vincular patterns [3],
bivincular patterns [4] and barred patterns [5]. The first focus of this thesis will be on
mesh patterns, introduced by Brändén and Claesson [6]. In particular, we study the
classification of these patterns based on coincidence, an equivalence relation based on
the avoidance sets of the patterns. A related subject is the classification of patterns
in terms of Wilf-equivalence where the size of the avoidance sets determines the rela-
tion. The Wilf-classification of mesh patterns was started by Hilmarsson, Jónsdóttir,
Sigurðardóttir, et al. [7], but additionally they provided sufficient conditions for the
coincidence of mesh patterns with the so-called Shading lemma. This was further gen-
eralized by Claesson, Tenner, and Ulfarsson [8] with the Simultaneous Shading lemma.
The relationship between the avoidance sets of mesh patterns and classical patterns
has been studied by Tenner [9], [10], providing Wilf-classification of mesh patterns
coincident with classical patterns.

The second focus of this thesis will be on automatic enumeration of permutation
classes avoiding patterns of length 4. Previously known methods include generating
trees [11], enumeration schemes [12], [13], the substitution decomposition [14], [15] and
the insertion encoding [16], [17].
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1.1 Preliminaries

A permutation on a set A is a bijection from A to itself. In this thesis we always have
A “ r1, ns “ t1, . . . , nu for some number n. We denote the set of all permutations of
length n as Sn and we write π P Sn as the word π “ πp1qπp2q ¨ ¨ ¨ πpnq.

Two sequences of integers a1a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ak and b1b2 ¨ ¨ ¨ bk are order isomorphic if ai ă aj
if and only if bi ă bj for all i, j P r1, ks.

Definition 1.1.1. Let π P Sn and p P Sk. Then π contains the permutation p if there
exists a subsequence c of π that is order isomorphic to p. The subsequence c is then
an occurrence of p in π. If such a subsequence does not exist then π avoids p. In this
context p is called a classical (permutation) pattern.

A permutation π P Sn can be represented graphically by plotting the points

Gpπq “ tpi, πpiqq | i P t1, . . . , nuu

on a grid such that the final figure resembles a mesh. The elements pi, πpiqq are referred
to as the points of the permutation π. An example is illustrated in the first subfigure
of Figure 1.1.

An occurrence of a permutation within another permutation can be viewed in the
graphical representation as scaling the indices and the values to their lowest possi-
ble values while maintaining the same relative ordering. An example is depicted in
Figure 1.1 with the graph of the permutation 42135 and one of its subsequences.

Figure 1.1: The graph of the pattern 213; an occurrence of this pattern within the
permutation 42135; and a graph focusing on the occurrence, showing the locations of
the remaining points in the permutation.

Using the graphical representation of permutations we recall the definition of mesh
patterns, which are generalizations of permutation patterns with added restrictions.
In Figure 1.1, the remaining points of the permutation can be thought of as being
mapped into the squares formed by the lines. We can restrict when points are allowed
to map into these squares by shading the mesh.

Definition 1.1.2 (Brändén and Claesson [6]). A mesh pattern is an ordered pair
p “ pτ, Rq where τ P Sk is a permutation, and R is a subset of the pk ` 1q2 unit
squares in r0, k ` 1s2. The set R is the mesh (shading) and elements (squares) of the
mesh are indexed by their lower-left corners; that is, vi, jw P R refers to the square
ri, i` 1s ˆ rj, j ` 1s. The mesh pattern pτ, Rq is depicted graphically by drawing Gpτq
and shading all squares of the mesh R.
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Informally, a permutation π P Sn is said to contain a mesh pattern p “ pτ, Rq if π
contains the underlying classical pattern τ and for some occurrence, each of the shaded
squares vi, jw P R correspond to an empty region in the permutation; see Example 1.1.3
and Brändén and Claesson [6].

Example 1.1.3. Consider the mesh pattern p “ p213, tv1, 2w, v2, 2w, v2, 3wuq, shown in
Figure 1.2. In the permutation 42135 the subsequence 415 is an occurrence of the
classical pattern 213 and the squares in the mesh correspond to empty regions in
the permutation, as can be seen in the second and third figure in Figure 1.2. Note
that although the subsequence 215 is an occurrence of the pattern 213 it does not
satisfy the requirements of the mesh, as the point 3 in the permutation is in the region
corresponding to the shaded square v2, 2w.

Figure 1.2: The graph of the mesh pattern p213, tv1, 2w, v2, 2w, v2, 3wuq; an occurrence of
this pattern within the permutation 42135; and a graph focusing on the occurrence,
showing the locations of the remaining points in the permutation.

The set of permutations of length n that avoid a pattern p is denoted Avnppq. We
also define Avppq “

Ť`8

n“0Avnppq and denote the number of occurrences of a pattern p
in a permutation π by Occppπq.

Recently Tannock and Ulfarsson [18] defined occurrences of mesh patterns in mesh
patterns. Informally, the added restriction is that for a shaded square in the occurring
pattern, the corresponding squares in the containing pattern must all be shaded; see
Example 1.1.4.

Figure 1.3: The graph of the mesh pattern p213, tv1, 2w, v2, 2w, v2, 3wuq;
an occurrence of this pattern within the mesh pattern m “ p42135,
tv0, 0w, v0, 1w, v0, 2w, v1, 4w, v2, 4w, v3, 3w, v3, 4w, v3, 5w, v4, 0w, v4, 3w, v4, 4w, v4, 5w, v5, 0wuq;
and a graph focusing on the occurrence, showing the locations of the remaining points
in the mesh pattern.
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Example 1.1.4. Consider the mesh pattern p “ p213, tv1, 2w, v2, 2w, v2, 3wuq, shown in
Figure 1.3. In the mesh pattern m “ p42135, tv0, 0w, v0, 1w, v0, 2w, v1, 4w, v2, 4w, v3, 3w,
v3, 4w, v3, 5w, v4, 0w, v4, 3w, v4, 4w, v4, 5w, v5, 0wuq the subsequence 415 is an occurrence of
the classical pattern 213 and the squares in the mesh of p correspond to regions in m
that are shaded and do not contain any points, as can be seen in the second and third
figure in Figure 1.3.

The following remark follows from the previous definitions.

Remark 1. If a mesh pattern m contains a mesh pattern p and a permutation π
contains m, then π must also contain p.

Many of the results on enumeration presented in this thesis are given as combina-
torial specifications, for further information we refer the reader to the excellent book
of Flajolet and Sedgewick [19].
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Chapter 2

The Shading Algorithm

2.1 Introduction

To compare two occurrences of a mesh pattern in a permutation (or more generally in
another mesh pattern) we need the following definition.

Definition 2.1.1. Let p “ pτ, Rq and q “ pσ, T q be mesh patterns. If u “ τpu1q
¨ ¨ ¨ τpukq and v “ τpv1q ¨ ¨ ¨ τpvkq are occurrences of q in p, then we say that

• u is above v with respect to the point pi, σpiqq if τpuiq ą τpviq,

• u is below v with respect to the point pi, σpiqq if τpuiq ă τpviq,

• u is left of v with respect to the point pi, σpiqq if ui ă vi, and

• u is right of v with respect to the point pi, σpiqq if ui ą vi.

In Figure 1.2 there are occurrences u “ 415 and v “ 435 of the mesh pattern
p213, tv1, 2w, v2, 2w, v2, 3wuq. Here u is below v and u is left of v with respect to the point
p2, 1q.
We will need to add points to mesh patterns; this is formally defined in Tannock and
Ulfarsson [18] and illustrated here in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: The mesh pattern p “ p213, tv0, 1w, v1, 2w, v2, 2w, v2, 3wuq and the resulting
mesh pattern pv2,1w when a point is inserted into the square v2, 1w.

As in [18, Definition 3.1] we let p “ pτ, Rq be a mesh pattern such that vi, jw R R,
and pvi,jw “ pσ1, T 1q. We define the following four mesh patterns, which have the same
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underlying classical pattern as pvi,jw:

pvi,jwÒ
“pσ1, T 1 Y tvi, j ` 1w, vi` 1, j ` 1wuq

pvi,jwÓ
“pσ1, T 1 Y tvi, jw, vi` 1, jwuq

p
ÐÝÝ
vi, jw

“pσ1, T 1 Y tvi, jw, vi, j ` 1wuq

p
ÝÝÑ
vi, jw

“pσ1, T 1 Y tvi` 1, jw, vi` 1, j ` 1wuq

Informally, we are considering the highest, lowest, leftmost, or rightmost point in vi, jw.
We collect these mesh patterns in a set

pvi,jw‹
“ tpvi,jwÒ, pvi,jwÓ, p

ÐÝÝ
vi, jw, p

ÝÝÑ
vi, jw

u

shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: The resulting shadings when a point is inserted and the square is shaded
in each direction.

Remark 2. Let p “ pτ, Rq be a mesh pattern such that vi, jw R R. A permutation π
that contains p either contains pτ, R Y vi, jwq or all of the patterns in pvi,jw‹.

Definition 2.1.2. Let p “ pτ, Rq be a mesh pattern with vi, jw R R, and d P tÒ, Ó,Ð,Ñ
u. An occurrence of p in pvi,jwd is called non-trivial if it contains the point pi`1, j`1q;
otherwise it is called trivial.

Given two different classical patterns, p, q, it never holds that Avppq “ Avpqq.
It is natural to ask whether this remains true for mesh patterns. The patterns
and are an example of two different mesh patterns that have the same avoiding
permutations. This example is a different way of stating that a permutation has an
inversion if and only if it has a descent. Two patterns p and q having the same avoiding
permutations are said to be coincident, denoted p — q. We are interested in which
permutations the patterns occur in and also the number of occurrences.

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a method for determining the coincidence
of mesh patterns. We start by reviewing some known methods for doing this.

2.2 The Shading Lemmas and Alternatives

Remark 3. Let p and p1 be two mesh patterns with the same underlying classical
pattern and the shading of p a superset of the shading of p1. If a permutation π
contains the pattern p then it contains p1.

To motivate the idea behind our algorithm we recall The Shading Lemma and give
an alternative (sketch of) a proof.
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2.2.1 The Shading Lemma

Recall Lemma 11 from [7]:

Lemma 2.2.1 (Shading Lemma). Let pτ, Rq be a mesh pattern of length n such that
τpiq “ j and the square vi, jw R R. If all of the following conditions are satisfied:

1. The square vi´ 1, j ´ 1w is not in R;

2. At most one of the squares vi, j ´ 1w, vi´ 1, jw is in R;

3. If the square v`, j ´ 1w is in R (with ` R ti´ 1, iu) then the square v`, jw is also in
R;

4. If the square vi´ 1, `w is in R (with ` R tj ´ 1, ju) then the square vi, `w is also in
R;

then the patterns pτ, Rq and pτ, RY tvi, jwuq are coincident. Analogous conditions de-
termine if other squares neighboring the point pi, jq can be added to R while preserving
the coincidence of the corresponding patterns.

The conditions of the above lemma are satisfied for the mesh pattern p “ p12,
tv0, 2w, v1, 0w, v2, 0w, v2, 1wuq, shown on the left below, and the square v2, 2w. The lemma
therefore implies the coincidence of p with the pattern p1 on the right.

p “ — “ p1

The argument used in the proof relies on replacing the point corresponding to 2 in an
occurrence of the pattern with the rightmost (or highest) point in the region corre-
sponding to the square v2, 2w; see below. In the figure below we have an occurrence of
p in the permutation 12536487 from which we produce an occurrence of p1.

The motivation for Lemma 2.2.2 below is an alternative argument for the coincidence
of the two patterns. Consider again an occurrence of p in the same permutation. Out
of all the occurrences of p consider the occurrence where the point corresponding to 2
is as far to the right as possible. If the square v2, 2w is not empty then taking the lowest
point in it (for example) as a new 2 would give us another occurrence of p with the
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point corresponding to 2 further to the right, a contradiction. Therefore this square is
empty and this occurrence of p must be an occurrence of p1.

Lemma 2.2.2. Let p “ pτ, Rq be a mesh pattern with vi, jw R R. If a mesh pattern in
the set pvi,jw‹ contains a non-trivial occurrence of p then p and p1 “ pτ, RYtvi, jwuq are
coincident.

Proof. Let π be a permutation. If π contains p1, then π contains p by Remark 3.
Assume that π contains an occurrence of p. Take any q P pvi,jw‹ such that q has a
non-trivial occurrence of p, which exists by the premises. We consider the case where
q “ p

ÐÝÝ
vi, jw, as the other cases are symmetric to the following argument.

Let us examine the difference between the trivial occurrence of p in q and a new
occurrence that uses the inserted point in vi, jw. In this new occurrence the inserted
point pi` 1, j ` 1q corresponds to some point pk, τkq in p and the point corresponding
to pk, τkq in the trivial occurrence must therefore be either left or right of pi` 1, j` 1q
in q. We consider the case where it is to the left of pi ` 1, j ` 1q, i.e., with a lower
index, as the other case is analogous.

pk, τkq

vi, jw

pk, τkq

vi, jwpi` 1, j ` 1q

Figure 2.3: On the left is the pattern p. On the right is the pattern q which is obtained
by inserting a point into the square vi, jw.

Now take the occurrence of p in π such that the point a corresponding to pk, τkq
has the highest possible index in π, i.e., is as far to the right as possible. Consider
the region in π that corresponds to the square vi, jw in this occurrence of p, and let us
assume it is non-empty. By picking the leftmost point in this region, denoted by b, it is
clear that this point, along with the occurrence of p in π, gives us an occurrence of q in
π. But then we also have a new occurrence of p in π that uses the point b. The point
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b is further to the right, i.e., has a higher index than a, which contradicts our choice of
an occurrence of p in π. Hence our assumption that the region corresponding to vi, jw
was non-empty must be false. Therefore the region is empty, and this occurrence of p
is an occurrence of p1 as well.

b

vi, jw

pk, τkq

Figure 2.4: The area corresponding to the square vi, jw in a permutation π, containing
a point b.

Now we have shown that a permutation contains p if and only if it contains p1, and
so p and p1 are coincident. l

To show that the previous lemma implies any coincidence implied by the Shading
Lemma we need the following result.

Lemma 2.2.3. Let p “ pτ, Rq be a mesh pattern such that τpiq “ j and the square
vi, jw R R. If conditions (1)-(4) in Lemma 2.2.1(Shading Lemma) are satisfied, then
some q P pvi,jw‹ contains a non-trivial occurrence of p.

pi, jq

Figure 2.5: Obtaining a new occurrence of p.

Proof. We will only consider the case where vi, j ´ 1w is shaded, as the other cases are
similar. Let q “ pvi,jwÓ, as depicted in Figure 2.5. By swapping out the point pi, jq in
the original occurrence of p in q we clearly get a new occurrence of the classical pattern
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τ . The conditions (3), (4) and the choice of q “ pvi,jwÓ guarantee that all the squares
in R are still shaded in this new occurrence. l

The previous lemma implies that The Shading Lemma (Lemma 2.2.1) is a conse-
quence of Lemma 2.2.2. It is then natural to ask if these two lemmas are equivalent,
in the sense that they can identify exactly the same coincidences of mesh patterns. In
Example 2.2.4 we show that Lemma 2.2.2 is strictly stronger than the The Shading
Lemma.

Example 2.2.4. Consider the mesh patterns

p “ p1 “

Then pv0,0wÒ is

which contains a nontrivial occurrence of p, in the subsequence 123. By Lemma 2.2.2
this implies that p and p1 are coincident. However, the conditions of Lemma 2.2.1 are
not satisfied for the square v0, 0w and, hence, the coincidence of these patterns does
not follow from that lemma.

2.2.2 The Simultaneous Shading Lemma and the Force

Recall Lemma 7.6 from [8]:

Lemma 2.2.5 (Simultaneous Shading Lemma). Let p “ pτ, Rq be a mesh pattern.
Fix a subsequence G of τ and let Ug be a square or a pair of adjacent squares that are
shadeable1 from g P G. Then pτ, Rq — pτ, R Y Sq, where S “

Ť

gPG Ug.

An example of a coincidence following directly from the Simultaneous Shading
Lemma is the following:

Example 2.2.6.

—

This, however, does not follow from Lemma 2.2.2. To strengthen it we need some
definitions.

1As defined in [8].
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In Definition 2.1.1 we compare occurrences of mesh patterns by a point and some
direction. We generalize this notion to include multiple points of a pattern. Given
a mesh pattern p “ pτ, Rq, with τ P Sk, we define a force on it as a tuple of pairs
ppτi1 , d1q, pτi2 , d2q, . . . , pτi` , d`qq where 0 ď ` ď k, the indices 1 ď ij ď k are distinct,
and dj P tÒ,Ð,Ñ, Óu represents the direction we are forcing the point τij in.

Let p be a mesh pattern with force F as above. If we have an occurrence c “
c1c2 . . . ck of p in a permutation π, then for each pτij , djq we define the strength of the
point cij with respect to the force F as

strengthF pπ, c, ijq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

cij if dj “Ò
´cij if dj “Ó
´π´1pcijq if dj “Ð
π´1pcijq if dj “Ñ

Finally, we define the strength of an occurrence c of p in a permutation π with
respect to the force F as the tuple

strengthF pπ, cq “ pstrengthF pπ, c, i1q, strengthF pπ, c, i2q, . . . , strengthF pπ, c, i`qq.

An occurrence d in π is stronger than an occurrence c in π (with respect to F ) if
strengthF pπ, cq ă strengthF pπ, dq, in the lexicographical order.

Lemma 2.2.7. Let p “ pτ, Rq be a mesh pattern with force F , and S “ ts1, s2, . . . , sku
where S X R “ H. If all the sets p1 “ pτ, Rqs1‹, p2 “ pτ, R Y ts1uq

s2‹, . . . , pk “
pτ, R Y ts1, s2, . . . , sk´1uq

sk‹ contain a (non-trivial) occurrence of p that is stronger
than the trivial occurrence, then p and p1 “ pτ, R Y Sq are coincident.

Proof. Let π be a permutation and let c be an occurrence of p in π which has maximal
strength with respect to the force F . Let i P t1, 2, . . . , ku and let d be a non-trivial
occurrence of p in pi that is stronger than the trivial occurrence. The occurrence d
gives rise to an occurrence of p in π which is stronger than c, which is a contradiction.
Hence, in the original occurrence c, the region corresponding to the square si is empty.
Letting i range from 1 to k shows that the regions in π corresponding to all the squares
in S are empty, i.e., c is an occurrence of p1. l

To show that the previous lemma can prove any coincidence proven by the Simul-
taneous Shading Lemma we need the following result.

Lemma 2.2.8. Let p “ pτ, Rq be a mesh pattern. Fix a subsequence G of τ and let
Ug be a square or pair of adjacent squares that are shadable from g P G. Then there
exists a force F such that S “

Ť

Ug satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.2.7.

Proof. Let k “ |G|. We define the force F “ ppg1, d1q, pg2, d2q, . . . , pgk, dkqq as follows:2

di “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

Ò if the square(s) Ugi are north of gi
Ó if the square(s) Ugi are south of gi
Ð if the square(s) Ugi are west of gi
Ñ if the square(s) Ugi are east of gi

2Note that in some cases Ug satisfies many of the cases, in which case we can make an arbitrary
choice.
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It suffices to show that for each si P S, pτ, Rqsi‹ contains a non-trivial occurrence of p
that is stronger than the trivial occurrence. Let Ug be the square (or a pair of squares)
corresponding to si. Since Ug is shadeable from g we have that pτ, Rqsi‹ contains a
non-trivial occurrence of p that is stronger than the trivial occurrence. l

The previous lemma implies that The Simultaneous Shading Lemma (Lemma 2.2.5)
is a consequence of Lemma 2.2.7. Example 2.2.9 shows that Lemma 2.2.7 is strictly
stronger than The Simultaneous Shading Lemma.

Example 2.2.9. Consider the two mesh patterns

p “ p1 “

The subsequence 123 in pv0,0wÒ is a stronger occurrence of p than the trivial occurrence
with respect to the force F “ pp1, Óqq. By Lemma 2.2.7, p and p1 are coincident, but
p does not satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.2.1, hence Lemma 2.2.5 is of no use in
this case.

2.2.3 Obtaining the Objective Pattern

We introduce one final strengthening of our lemmas, before presenting an algorithm
that recursively applies them. Up to now all of the lemmas presented have shown that
two patterns are coincident, i.e., Avppq “ Avpqq. It is also possible to prove results of
the form Avppq Ď Avpqq.

Lemma 2.2.10. Let p “ pτ, Rq be a mesh pattern with force F , and p1 “ pτ, R1q be
another mesh pattern. Let S “ ts1, s2, . . . , sku where S “ R1zR. If all the sets p1 “
pτ, Rqs1‹, p2 “ pτ, R Y ts1uq

s2‹, . . . , pk “ pτ, R Y ts1, s2, . . . , sk´1uq
sk‹ contain a (non-

trivial) occurrence of p that is stronger than the trivial occurrence or an occurrence of
a pattern that implies an occurrence of p1, then containment of p implies containment
of p1.

Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.2.7 except when p1, . . . , pk
contain an occurrence of a pattern that implies p1. Since each pi implies the occurrence
of pi`1, if pj contains an occurrence of a pattern that implies p1, p must imply the
occurrence of p1. l

Note that we can prove coincidence of two patterns p and p1 by applying the above
lemma twice: Once to prove that containment of p implies containment of p1, and then
again to prove the converse. The result of this is seen in the last row of Table 2.1.

2.2.4 Comparing the Lemmas

We have already shown that the lemmas are ordered as in Figure 2.6. To get a better
idea of the power of these results, we compare them across all mesh patterns with
underlying classical patterns 1, 12, 123 and 132.3 Before we apply any of the lemmas

3The remaining patterns of length 2 and 3 are symmetries of these patterns.
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Shading Lemma

Lemma 2.2.2 Simultaneous Shading Lemma

Lemma 2.2.7

Lemma 2.2.10

Figure 2.6: Comparison of enumeration methods.

we compute Avkppq for k ď 10. This allows us to perform an experimental coincidence
classification of these patterns: two patterns p, p1 are in the same experimental class if
Avkppq “ Avkpp

1q for k ď 10. For any two patterns p and p1 in different experimental
classes, the experimental classification finds a permutation that shows that p and p1

are not coincident. The number of experimental classes for each underlying pattern is
given in Table 2.1. Some of these classes contain a single mesh pattern, and we call
these resolved classes, since a pattern in such a class is not coincident to any other
pattern. An example of such a pattern is a fully shaded mesh pattern which is avoided
by every permutation but the underlying pattern itself. The remaining classes are said
to be unresolved. An unresolved class becomes resolved when we have shown that all
the patterns in the class are coincident and is therefore a coincidence class.

To resolve an unresolved class we start by creating a directed graph with the ver-
tices corresponding to the patterns in the class. The graph starts as completely dis-
connected. If two patterns p and p1 are shown to be coincident by the Shading Lemma,
the Simultaneous Shading Lemma, Lemma 2.2.2 or Lemma 2.2.7, we add edges be-
tween the patterns in both directions. If Remark 3 or Lemma 2.2.10 shows that the
containment of p implies containment of p1 then we add an edge from p to p1. If the
graph becomes strongly connected (i.e., is one strong component) then we say that the
class has been resolved, as we have proven the coincidence of all the patterns in the
class.

Pattern 1 12 123 132
unr. res. unr. res. unr. res. unr. res.

Experimental 1 7 59 161 9608 23908 10315 23035
Shading Lemma 0 8 2 218 205 33311 183 33167
Lemma 2.2.2 0 8 2 218 205 33311 183 33167

Sim. Shading Lemma 0 8 1 219 94 33422 145 33205
Lemma 2.2.7 0 8 1 219 94 33422 145 33205
Lemma 2.2.10 0 8 1 219 74 33442 121 33229

Table 2.1: The strength of the results.

As can be seen in Table 2.1, less than one percent of the classes remain unresolved
after the Shading Lemma has been applied. The Simultaneous Shading Lemma im-
proves greatly on the results of Lemma 2.2.2 but Lemma 2.2.7 does not improve on
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the results of the Simultaneous Shading lemma for these classes. Although we showed
in Example 2.2.9 that Lemma 2.2.7 is strictly stronger than the Simultaneous Shad-
ing Lemma, the latter manages to prove this by transitivity but not directly. After
Lemma 2.2.10 has been applied, the remaining unresolved classes as shown in the last
row, are 196. In Section 2.3 we further improve Lemma 2.2.10 and reduce this number
even more.

2.3 The Shading Algorithm

We now consider iterating Lemma 2.2.10 and define the Shading Algorithm (Algo-
rithm 1 in Section A.3) which takes as input two mesh patterns p “ pτ, Rq and
q “ pτ, R1q, a force F on τ and a depth d. The heart of the algorithm is the recursive
procedure TSA, which takes as input a mesh pattern w “ pσ, Y q, an occurrence c
of p in w and a depth d. The depth d serves as a maximum recursion depth of the
procedure. The mesh pattern w represents the state of the algorithm and describes
an occurrence of p in an arbitrary permutation. The algorithm uses w to explore the
occurrence of p with maximum strength with respect to the force F and infers on the
shadings of p by inferring on the shadings of w. Similar to the previous lemmas, the
algorithm focuses on some squares of w and considers the case where the square is
empty and the case where it contains a point. In the latter case it attempts to derive
a contradiction by showing that the square can not contain a point, thus is empty. In
each step of the algorithm, it assumes that the statements in Lemma 2.3.2 are both
false and uses them to derive a contradiction. We start by giving an example of what
the algorithm is meant to do.

Example 2.3.1. We want to show that an occurrence of the pattern p “ pτ, Rq implies
an occurrence of the pattern q.

p “ q “

We want to shade S “ tv1, 0w, v2, 1wu and we choose the force F “ pp1,Ñqq. Assume
we have an occurrence of p that maximizes the strength with respect to the force F .
Let us consider the rightmost point in v1, 0w in p.

w1 “ p
ÝÝÝÑ
v1, 0w

“ q1 “

Now consider the subsequence at indices 234 giving q1. This corresponds to a stronger
occurrence of p with respect to F , a contradiction. Thus v1, 0w in p must have been
empty. We now consider the leftmost point in v2, 1w in p with v1, 0w shaded as it is
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empty.

w2 “ pτ, R Y v1, 0wq
ÐÝÝÝ
v2, 1w

“ q2 “

We take the subsequence at indices 123. This gives q2 above. We need to consider the
square v1, 2w, which corresponds to v1, 2w in w2. Let us consider the rightmost point in
v1, 2w:

w3 “ w
ÝÝÝÑ
v1, 2w
2 “ q3 “

In here we take the subsequence at indices 235 corresponding to q3 above, which
corresponds to a stronger occurrence of p with respect to F . Hence, v1, 2w in w2 is
empty, which implies that v1, 2w is empty in q2. Therefore q2 corresponds to a stronger
occurrence of p with respect to F , thus v2, 1w is empty in p. This occurrence of p is
therefore an occurrence of q.

Lemma 2.3.2. For fixed p, q and F , if the procedure TSA in Algorithm 1 returns
Success for input w “ pσ, Y q, c, F 1 and d such that c is an occurrence of p in w, then
at least one of the following is false:

1. In the strongest occurrence of w w.r.t. F 1 in any permutation π, the occurrence
c of p in w corresponds to the strongest occurrence of p in π w.r.t. F .

2. The occurrence of w does not imply an occurrence of q.

Proof. We prove this by induction on the depth d. When d “ 0, the base case of the
procedure on line 21 checks whether statement 1 fails and the second base case of the
procedure on line 24 checks whether statement 2 fails. The first statement fails when
an occurrence of p that is than c stronger w.r.t. F is found in w. If we consider the
strongest occurrence of w w.r.t. F 1 in some permutation, then this second stronger
occurrence of p in w is also a stronger occurrence of p in the permutation. The second
statement fails when w contains an occurrence of q. Since the algorithm returned
Success, either statement 1 or statement 2 is false.

Assume the lemma holds for d. We now prove the inductive case for d ` 1. Since
the call to TSA returned Success, there is some pτ, T q constructed on line 20 that
resulted in Success. If one the two tests in line 21 or line 24 succeeds then we are
done. We consider the case where the tests fail and the algorithm continues to line 27.

For each i “ 1, . . . , k we claim that if there is some a P tÒ, Ó,Ð,Ñu such that
TSAppσ, Y Y ts1, . . . , si´1uq

sia,UpdateOccpc, siq, d ´ 1q returns Success, then an
occurrence of pσ, Y Y ts1, . . . , si´1uq implies an occurrence of pσ, Y Y ts1, . . . , siuq.
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Consider the case when i “ 1. By Remark 2 this occurrence of w “ pσ, Y q im-
plies an occurrence of either pσ, Y Y ts1uq or the occurrence of wvi,jwa. The first case is
trivial. For the second case we will show that the containment of wvi,jwa leads to the
same conclusion. The procedure UpdOcc and UpdFor update the occurrence c in
w and the force F 1, respectively, such that they refer to the same points after the new
point was inserted into vi, jw. Since the strongest occurrence of p w.r.t. F is contained
in the strongest occurrence of w w.r.t. F 1, it is contained in the strongest occurrence of
wvi,jwa w.r.t. UpdForpF 1, s1q. But since the recursive call on wvi,jwa with the updated
c and F 1 results in a contradiction, the strongest occurrence of w does not imply the
strongest occurrence of wvi,jwa and therefore implies the occurrence of pσ, Y Y ts1uq.
The same argument holds for every i and hence our claim holds.

We have shown that for every i “ 1, . . . , k, an occurrence of pσ, Y Y ts1, . . . , si´1uq
implies an occurrence of pσ, Y Y ts1, . . . , si´1, siuq, and hence that w implies the oc-
currence of pσ, Y Y ts1, . . . , si´1, siuq. This pattern contains an occurrence of q, thus
w implies an occurrence of q, concluding our proof. l

Theorem 2.3.3. If Algorithm 1 returns Success for p, q and some choice of F , then
an occurrence of p implies an occurrence of q.

Proof. Algorithm 1 calls the procedure TSA with p, τ , F and d. By Lemma 2.3.2,
the algorithm returns Success when either in the strongest occurrence of p w.r.t. F ,
the occurrence τ in p does not correspond to the strongest occurrence of p w.r.t. F ,
or an occurrence of p implies the occurrence of q. Since the first case would be a
contradiction, it must be the second case. l

When we run the algorithm with depth d “ 2 we are able to automatically classify
mesh patterns of length 2, showing that the total number of coincidence classes is
220. The table with the results when Algorithm 1 is run with d “ 1, . . . , 6 is given
in Table 2.2. The algorithm fully classifies the coincidence of mesh patterns with the
underlying pattern 123 at d “ 4 while 2 classes remain unresolved for 132 at d “ 6.
The implementation is available on GitHub [20], further description of the repository
is given in Section A.1.

Pattern d “ 1 d “ 2 d “ 3 d “ 4 d “ 5 d “ 6
123 74 8 6 0 0 0
132 121 32 13 6 2 2

Table 2.2: The number of unresolved classes after running the Shading Algorithm at
different depths.
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Figure 2.7: The two unresolved classes with underlying pattern 132 after Algorithm 1
has been applied.
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The two remaining unresolved classes are symmetries of each other as can be seen
in Figure 2.7. We will therefore only prove the coincidence of the first class since the
arguments will be identical for the second class.

We start by proving that the following two decorated patterns4 are coincident.

Proposition 2.3.4. The following patterns are coincident. The second pattern is a
decorated pattern that contains an increasing sequence in the area corresponding to
the squares v0, 0w and v0, 1w, denoted by the diagonal line.

—

Proof. Let p denote the pattern on the left hand side and q denote the pattern on the
right hand side. Let π be some permutation. If π contains q then it automatically
contains p. We must therefore show that if π contains p then it also contains q.
Assume that π contains p. Since an occurrence of p corresponds to an inversion, π
must have a descent. Consider the first descent in π, which is an occurrence of p.
The area corresponding to v1, 0w, v1, 1w and v1, 2w must be empty in this occurrence.
Furthermore, consider the points in the area left of the point corresponding to 2 in
p, the squares v0, 0w, v0, 1w and v0, 2w. If this area contains an inversion, then it must
contain a descent. But since we picked the leftmost occurrence of p already, this area
must avoid any 21 and can therefore only contain an increasing sequence. Furthermore,
the square v0, 2w must be empty, since the rightmost point in that area would realize
a descent with its right adjacent point. Thus, this occurrence of p is an occurrence of
q. l

Proposition 2.3.5. The following mesh patterns are coincident.

—

Proof. Let p denote the pattern on the left hand side and q denote the pattern on the
right hand side. Since the shadings of q are a superset of the shadings of p, it suffices
to show that an occurrence of p implies an occurrence of q. Let π be a permutation
that contains p. Either the square v1, 2w contains an increasing sequence (possibly
empty) or an inversion. We will show in both cases, which are depicted below, that
the occurrence implies an occurrence of q.

We start with the first case, when the square v1, 2w contains an increasing sequence.
The square v2, 2w either contains a point or is empty. If the square is empty, we are

4See Ulfarsson [21]
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done, since this occurrence will then be an occurrence of q. Otherwise we pick the
leftmost point in the square and place it into the occurrence of the pattern p.

implies the occurrence of “

We now consider the square v1, 2w, which is either it is empty or contains a point. If
it is empty, the occurrence implies the occurrence of q since the points with values
143 form an occurrence of q. Now assume the square contains a point and pick the
rightmost point, which is also the highest point.

implies the occurrence of “

This occurrence of p with the inferred points forms an occurrence of q, using the points
with values 354.

We now consider the case when the square v1, 2w in p contains an inversion. By
Proposition 2.3.4 inversions is coincident to a more restricted pattern, which we place
instead of the inversion into the occurrence of p.

implies the occurrence of “

The square v1, 2w in the occurrence is either empty or contains a point. If the square
is empty, the occurrence forms an occurrence of q by using the points with values 132.
We assume it contains a point and place the rightmost point in the square into the
pattern of the occurrence.

implies the occurrence of

The points with values 354 form an occurrence of q, we conclude that an occurrence
of p implies an occurrence of q. l
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2.4 Applications of Mesh Patterns to Enumeration
We end this chapter with an example where we use mesh patterns and their coincidence
relation to enumerate permutation classes.

Example 2.4.1. Let B “ t1234, 1243, 1324, 1342, 1423, 2314, 2341, 3124, 4123u and
consider the elements of AvpBq. Each element either contains 123 or avoids it, that
is AvpBq “ Avp123q \ pAvpBq X Cop123qq. Since the enumeration of Avp123q is well
known, we only need to consider AvpBqXCop123q. The following two patterns can be
shown to be coincident, using any of the lemmas in Table 2.1.

123 —

With respect to the basis B the previous two patterns are coincident to the following
pattern, since the existence of a point in any of the shaded regions (except v0, 1w) of
the pattern would realize an occurrence of one of the basis elements.

This implies that every element of AvpBq X Cop123q has a unique occurrence of 123
that is an occurrence of the pattern above. In every permutation in the set, the area
corresponding to the square v1, 0w must not contain a 12 or else an occurrence of 3124
would be realized. Every element of AvpBq X Cop123q can therefore be constructed
starting with a 123 and placing a 12 avoider in the area corresponding to v1, 0w.

Hence, we obtain the following generating function FBpxq of the class AvpBq.

FBpxq “ F123pxq ` x
3
¨ F12pxq

“ Cpxq `

ˆ

x3

1´ x

˙

where Cpxq is the generating function for the Catalan numbers. l
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Chapter 3

Forced Binary Patterns

A permutation pattern p partitions the permutations into those that avoid and those
that contain p, Avppq and Coppq, respectively. The set Coppq contains every permuta-
tion that has at least one occurrence of the pattern p. Furthermore, it is the disjoint
union of the sets t π |Occppπq “ i u for i ą 0. The number of occurrences of a pattern
can be arbitrary such as in the case of 12, there exists a permutation q such that
Occ12pqq “ i for every i ą 0.

Proposition 3.0.1. For every classical permutation pattern p P S and every i ą 0
there exists a permutation π such that Occppπq ě i.

Proof. Let p be any classical permutation pattern of length n. Insert the element n`1
next to the element n. This new permutation is of length n ` 1 and has at least two
occurrences of p. The occurrence where the element n` 1 corresponds to the element
n in p and the occurrence where n` 1 corresponds to the element n in p. This process
can be repeated and the element n` 2 added, this permutation will have at least one
more occurrence of p than the previous permutation, and so on. l

This does not hold for more general patterns such as mesh patterns. Take for ex-
ample the mesh pattern m “ . An occurrence of m in a permutation corresponds
to the leftmost point in the permutation. Every permutation has at most one leftmost
point, hence every permutation has at most one occurrence of m. There are also bigger
and more complex mesh patterns that exhibit this behavior, i.e., occur exactly once
or never in any permutation.

Definition 3.0.2. A permutation pattern p is said to be binary if Occppπq ď 1 for
every π P S.

Although Proposition 3.0.1 implies that no classical permutation pattern is binary,
the pattern m shows that mesh patterns can be binary. The pattern contains a single
point that is forced, in a similar manner to what was discussed in Subsection 2.2.2.
But also in such a way that it becomes unique in every permutation that it occurs
in. We can apply a similar method to larger patterns, such as 12 with the pattern

q “ . The 1 in an occurrence of q in π corresponds to 1. Similarly 2 must be

the rightmost point in π. We refer to these points as being anchored to a boundary,
i.e., when a point is uniquely determined to have the lowest value, the highest value,
the lowest index or the highest index. Furthermore, a point is anchored to another
point if they must occur with consecutive indices or consecutive values.
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Figure 3.1: Example of an anchored pattern. The point with the value 5 is boundary
anchored as the highest point and the rest of the points anchored to it through each
other.

Definition 3.0.3. A mesh pattern p is anchored if every point is anchored to a bound-
ary through a sequence of anchored points.

An example of an anchored pattern is given in Figure 3.1 in which the point p5, 5q
is anchored to the top boundary. The point p4, 1q is anchored to p5, 5q, p1, 2q to p4, 1q,
p3, 3q to p1, 2q and p2, 4q to p3, 3q, hence each point is anchored through some points
to the boundary anchored point.

Proposition 3.0.4. Every anchored mesh pattern is a binary mesh pattern.

Proof. Let p be an anchored mesh pattern of length n and let π be some permutation
of length greater than n that contains p. Any occurrence of p in π will use the same
point in π for a boundary anchored point in p, e.g. if p contains a point anchored to the
bottom boundary (fully shaded bottom row), than the corresponding point in π must
be the lowest point in π. Any point anchored to i is therefore uniquely determined
in any occurrence of p in π, since it must have an adjacent index or value to i. This
argument can be iterated on the points anchored to the points anchored to i and so on.
Since every point in p is anchored to a boundary anchored point through a series of
points, each point is uniquely determined in every occurrence of p in π. Hence, there
can only be one occurrence of p in π. l

Corollary 3.0.5. There are infinitely many binary mesh patterns.

Proposition 3.0.4 gives us sufficient condition for a pattern being binary but non-
anchored binary patterns do exist such as in Figure 3.21. Not only is that pattern not
anchored, but it also does not contain any boundary anchored points. Proposition 3.0.1

Figure 3.2: Example of a non-boundary anchored binary mesh pattern.

implies that no classical permutation pattern is binary when considered with regards
1Can be shown to be binary with Lemma 3.0.9
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to S, the set of all permutations. It is natural ask whether the same holds when the
set of permutations considered is restricted to some subset.

Definition 3.0.6. A permutation pattern p is said to be binary with respect to a basis
B if Occppπq ď 1 for every π P AvpBq.

Any classical permutation pattern is trivially binary with respect to a basis which
it is a member of. However, non-trivial examples also exist, such as the pattern 123
which is binary with respect to the basis t213, 231, 132, 1234u.

As mentioned before, the anchoring behaves like a force on the points, i.e., forcing
two points to have the adjoining indices or values. The force Given a force ppτi1 , d1q,
pτi2 , d2q, . . . , pτil , dlqq on a pattern p, an occurrence of it in a permutation is a set of
points such that the i1-th point is as far in the direction d1 as possible out of all the
occurrences of p. Of those occurrences it is an occurrence such that the i2-th point
is as far in the direction d2 as possible and so on. With each forced point, the set of
occurrences with the maximum strength gets isolated from the set of all occurrences
of the pattern. We define a new pattern that includes the force on the points. The
conditions for containment and avoidance is the same as with classical permutation
patterns, but the actual occurrences are limited to the subset of occurrences which
maximize the force.

Definition 3.0.7. A forced pattern is a tuple pτ, F q of a classical pattern τ and a force
F . An occurrence c of a forced pattern pτ, F q in a permutation π is an occurrence of
τ in π such that

strengthF pπ, cq “ max
c1 occ. of p in π

strengthF pπ, c
1
q

where the force strengths are compared in the lexicographical order.

From the definition it follows that a permutation π contains a forced pattern pτ, F q
if and only if it contains its underlying pattern τ . But note that π does not necessarily
contain a mesh pattern pτ 1,Mq even though it contains τ 1. The mesh M restricts
containment while the force F restricts the occurrences to a nonempty subset of the
occurrences of τ . Since Definition 3.0.7 gives us the definition of an occurrence of a
forced pattern, combined with Definition 3.0.2 we have the definition of binary forced
patterns. The sequence of patterns witnessed in The Shading Algorithm are binary
mesh patterns, where the points have been added sequentially into the pattern and each
point forced within the respective square. These pattern do not necessarily correspond
to forced patterns due to the points added being forced within the inserted square only.

Consider the mesh pattern . It is a pattern which can be constructed in

the same manner as the patterns in the Shading Algorithm are constructed. Starting
with the length 0 mesh pattern, add the left most point and then in the top left square
add the rightmost point. One would expect this to correspond to the forced pattern
p12, pp2,Ðq, p1,Ñqqq but in an occurrence of that pattern, the top left square need not
be empty. The patterns in The Shading Algorithm are binary due to the fact that
every point in the pattern is chosen to be a forced pattern within a certain region.
The very same idea can be applied to the forced patterns.

Proposition 3.0.8. A forced pattern pτ, F q with τ and F of length n is a binary
forced pattern.
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Proof. Let pτ, F q be a forced pattern with both τ and F of length n and let π be a
permutation. Assume π has two occurrences of pτ, F q, that is, two occurrences of τ
with equal strength with respect to the force F . But since F is of length n, the two
occurrences must be the same. l

Proposition 3.0.8 shows that any classical permutation pattern can be made binary
by adding a force to the pattern. The more points that are forced, the fewer occurrences
of the pattern. If all the points are forced, then there is a unique occurrence of the
pattern with maximum strength. The Shading Algorithm places a forced pattern,
point by point, such that at each step both the case where the permutation being
considered does not contain the point, and the case where it does, eventually leads to
a contradiction. The same strategy can be used in other settings as we will show in
the next sections. A set of permutations can be partitioned into two disjoint subsets
such that one subset contains permutations that contain some given pattern and the
other subset avoids the pattern. When considering the subset of permutations that
contain the pattern, we can focus on some forced occurrence of the pattern, since all
of the permutations in the subset must contain such an occurrence. Furthermore, we
can pick a force on the pattern such that this occurrence is unique. Now the question
is, how do we find a binary force on a pattern in an efficient manner?

Lemma 3.0.9. If p is a non-binary pattern of length n, then there exists a permutation
π of length at most 2n such that Occppπq ą 1.

Proof. Let σ be any permutation such that Occppπq ą 1 and let c1 “ σi1 . . . σin and
c2 “ σj1 . . . σjn be two distinct occurrences of p. Let σ1 be a permutation consisting
only of the values in the occurrences of c1 and c2. Then σ1 has length at most 2n, and
contains at least two occurrences of p corresponding to the occurrences c1 and c2. l

By Lemma 3.0.9 we only need to check every permutation up to length 2n to verify
that a forced pattern is binary. Hence, such a force can be found in a brute force
manner for every classical pattern.

As an example of the application of binary mesh patterns and forced patterns we
give a combinatorial specification for Avp1234, 1243, 1324, 1342, 1423, 2314, 2341, 3124q
in the following example.

Example 3.0.10. Let B1 “ t1234, 1243, 1324, 1342, 1423, 2134, 2341, 4123u and con-
sider the elements of AvpB1q. Each element either contains 123 or avoids it, that is
AvpB1q “ Avp123q \ pAvpB1q X Cop123qq. Since the enumeration of Avp123q is well
known, we only need to consider AvpB1q X Cop123q. With respect to the basis B1 the
following patterns are coincident, since adding the existence of a point in any of the
shaded regions would realize an occurrence of one of the basis elements.

123 —

More specifically, consider a forced occurrence of 123 with the force pp1,Ñqq (or a forced
occurrence of the mesh pattern above). The square v2, 0w must avoid the pattern 12,
since a 12 in the area of the occurrence that corresponds to the square would create a
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stronger occurrence of 123. Also, the square v0, 2w must avoid A “ t123, 132, 213u, or
else an occurrence of a basis element is realized. Since the forced pattern p123, pp1,Ñqqq
is a binary pattern, we can construct every permutation by starting with a 123 and
inserting avoiders of A into the area of the square v0, 2w and avoiders of 12 into the
area of the square v2, 0w. We therefore obtain the following generating function FB1pxq
for the class AvpB1q.

FB1pxq “ F123pxq ` FApxq ¨ F12pxq ¨ x
3

“ Cpxq `
x3

p1´ xqp1´ x´ x2q
l

Mesh patterns capture some of the behavior of forced pattern such as in the case of
anchored mesh patterns, but mesh patterns are only capable of defining empty areas.

Consider the forced pattern pattern p12, pp1,Ðqqq. The mesh pattern shades

the empty areas of an occurrence of the forced pattern. This mesh pattern does not
capture the occurrences of the forced pattern, take for example a 12 pattern located
in the square p0, 2q. Such an occurrence would be an occurrence with greater force
strength, hence the occurrence of the mesh pattern does not imply an occurrence of
the forced pattern.

When the pattern 2314 is removed from the basis B in Example 2.4.1, arguing
about the enumeration of the class becomes hard when using only mesh patterns. In
particular, no binary mesh pattern is coincident with its underlying classical pattern
with respect to the basis Bzt2314u. In Section 3.1 we will introduce the necessary
theory to give the enumeration of this new class, which is done in Example 3.4.1.

3.1 Obstructions and Requirements
The proof of Proposition 2.3.5 uses decorated patterns, first introduced by Ulfarsson
[21], to prove the coincidence of two mesh patterns. Mesh patterns allow us to restrict
regions between points of a classical permutation pattern to be empty. Decorated pat-
terns allow us to describe rectangular regions of mesh patterns with finer details, such
as requiring regions to have k points or contain another permutation pattern and so
on. In this section we will introduce the concept of tilings which have obstructions and
requirements. Tilings are generalization of decorated patterns and other permutation
patterns, but instead of permutations containing a tiling, we say that a permutation
has a gridding on the tiling. In the same manner as a permutation pattern p can
represent a set of permutations Avppq, a tiling T represents the set of permutations
SpT q that have a gridding on T .

We continue with the geometric representation of permutations and patterns and
introduce gridding of permutations.

Definition 3.1.1. A gridding of a permutation π of length n is a list of n coordinates
px1, y1q, . . . , pxn, ynq such that pxi, yiq P N2

`, x1 ď x2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď xn and for every i, j “
1, . . . , n, πi ă πj if and only if yi ď yj.

A gridded permutation is a pair pπ, rpx1, y1q, . . . , pxn, ynqsq of a permutation π
and its gridding rpx1, y1q, . . . , pxn, ynqs. We say that a gridded permutation g “

pπ, rpx1, y1q, . . . , pxk, ykqsq contains another gridded permutation g1 “ pσ, rpa1, b1q, . . . , pal, blqsq
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if π has an occurrence πi1πi2 . . . πil of σ such that paij , bijq “ pxj, yjq for j “ 1, . . . , l.
The gridded permutation g otherwise avoids g1.

Definition 3.1.2. A tiling is a tuple ppn,mq,O,Rq where O and R are sets of gridded
permutations that are gridded using coordinates from r0, ns ˆ r0,ms. The elements of
O are referred to as obstructions and elements of R are requirements.

We say that a permutation π has a gridding on a tiling T “ ppn,mq,O,Rq if π has
a gridding using the coordinates r0, ns ˆ r0,ms such that the corresponding gridded
permutation does not contain any obstruction in O and contains every requirement
in R. The set of gridded permutations on a tiling T is denoted as SpT q and the
underlying permutations are said to be griddable on T .

Figure 3.3: A tiling with a point at p0, 0q, obstructions tp213, rp0, 1q, p1, 0q, p1, 1qsq,
p231, rp1, 0q, p1, 1q, p2, 0qsqu and requirements tp12, rp0, 1q, p0, 1qsq, p1, rp2, 1qsqu.

We represent a tiling ppn,mq,O,Rq pictorially as a grid of size nˆm. Obstructions
and requirements are drawn as a sort of a path, where each point is drawn into the
cell with the indices corresponding to its gridding so that they graphically form the
underlying classical pattern. The obstructions are red, while the requirements are

green as shown in Figure 3.3. In addition, we use the point to denote the two

obstructions and the point requirement . This is due to the fact that for any
permutation griddable on the tiling, exactly one point is gridded in that cell, since it
grids at least one point by the requirement and is obstructed to grid two points or more
by the obstructions. The tiling in Figure 3.3 only allows gridding of permutations of
length at least four and 425316 is an example of a griddable permutation on the tiling
as shown with the gridding in Figure 3.4.

Mesh patterns and decorated patterns have an underlying classical pattern with
additional restrictions, whereas tilings do not have any underlying classical pattern
and can contain points in the same row or column when drawn. Permutation patterns
usually have the notion of containment and avoidance, while tilings are concerned
with griddings. Tilings can represent mesh patterns such that the set of griddable
permutations of a tiling are the ones that contain or avoid a mesh pattern.

Since single point gridded permutations and the 12, 21 obstructions are very com-
mon, we define αpi, jq to denote single point gridded permutations, gridded on the cell

Figure 3.4: Gridding of 425316 on the tiling in Figure 3.3.
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pi, jq and similarly βpi, jq for the set of gridded permutations of length 2, gridded on
the cell pi, jq.

3.2 Tilescope Algorithm
To better understand a set of objects, we can represent it as a disjoint union and
Cartesian product of smaller sets and focus our effort into understanding these smaller
sets. The Tilescope algorithm is designed to give a meaningful description of the
structure of a set of permutations using tilings. A meaningful description is such that
it describes the set using smaller tilings that are either atomic and well understood,
or already have a meaningful description.

Definition 3.2.1. Two tilings T1 and T2 are equivalent, T1 – T2 if there exists a length
preserving bijection from SpT1q to SpT2q.

–

Figure 3.5: Example of two tilings that are equivalent. The griddable permutations
are the nonempty decreasing permutations.

Tilings are partitioned into equivalence classes by the relation in Definition 3.2.1.
An example of two equivalent tilings is given in Figure 3.5. The Tilescope algorithm
takes as input a basis for a permutation class and produces a combinatorial speci-
fication out of equivalence classes of tilings, since each equivalence class in a sense
represents the same set of gridded permutations. Instead of constructing the permu-
tation class bottom-up, Tilescope does this top-down by applying rules on tilings.

Definition 3.2.2. A rule is a tuple pT, T , ˚q of a tiling T , set of tilings T “ tT1, . . . , Tku
and an admissible constructor ˚ such that there exists a length preserving bijection
from SpT q to SpT1q ˚ SpT2q ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ SpTkq.

We can see that a rule is equivalent to an equation in a combinatorial specification.
Since a specification must be unambiguous it is up to the Tilescope to search for the
correct set of rules.

A pictorial example of a combinatorial specification is given in Figure 3.6 as a
specification tree, a graphical representation of a combinatorial specification. The
nodes in the tree are equivalence classes of tilings and the children of a node are the
equivalence classes that come from rules. The tree gives a more verbose description
than the combinatorial specification since it also shows which rule was applied on
which tilings in the equivalence classes to form the parent-child relation. The tree in
Figure 3.6 is a specification for the class Avp231q. Tilescope does not store any rules,
but instead relies on strategies to generate the rules and combines these rules to form
a specification. At the start of the algorithm it generates the 1 by 1 tiling containing
obstructions that correspond to the basis elements, in this case it generates a single
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231 obstruction. This tiling represents the whole class, which can be partitioned into
two sets, those that are empty and those that contain at least one point. The two sets
are represented by the left and right child of the root respectively. A point obstruction
is added to the tiling on the left which makes the 231 obstruction redundant while a
point requirement is added to the right tiling. A rule can also be an equivalence rule,
simply stating that two tilings are equivalent. The first equivalence in the right child
comes from the fact that the point required in the left tiling can be placed on the tiling.
All nonempty permutations share the common attribute of having a highest point, the
letter n in a permutation. We set our placed point to be that highest point, giving
it its own row and column. The 231 obstruction in the previous tiling gets split up
in all possible ways between the new cells such that a 231 pattern is still obstructed
in the whole tiling. This set of new obstructions can be reduced to a smaller set of
obstructions that retains the same restrictions.

Since a point has been placed in the upper middle cell p1, 1q, any obstruction that
has a point in that cell and no other point in the same row or column can be reduced
to an obstruction where the point in that cell has been removed. In this tiling it
is the obstruction p231, rp0, 0q, p1, 1q, p2, 0qsq that gets reduced to p21, rp0, 0q, p2, 0qsq.
Since 21 is obstructed across the lower left corner cell p0, 0q and lower right corner cell
p2, 0q, no permutation containing a 21 can be gridded such that 2 is at p0, 0q and 1
is at p2, 0q. Therefore any other obstruction that contains a 21 that is gridded across
these cells can be removed. We refer to a tiling where the set of obstructions has been
reduced as a reduced tiling. Thus, we get the second equivalence where only three new
obstructions are sufficient in the reduced tiling, two 231 obstructions, one in the lower
left cell and one in the lower right cell.

The 21 obstruction now implies that all points in the lower left cell must be posi-
tioned lower than all points in the lower right cell, which results in the final equivalence.
The final rule in the specification is the decomposition of the nonempty cells into com-
ponents. Since each nonempty cell in the 3 by 3 tiling is in its own row and column,
they can be considered individually, hence the 3 by 3 tiling is specifiable from these
subtilings using the Cartesian product construction.

In a more traditional notation of combinatorial specifications the tree in Figure 3.6
translates to T “ ε ` Z ˆ T ˆ T where T denotes the class Avp231q, ε and Z denote
the empty permutation and length 1 permutation, respectively. We will treat the
Tilescope algorithm as a black box on how it performs its search to construct the
combinatorial specification. The focus will be on the strategies that generate tiling
rules, more specifically the binary forced pattern strategy and its application.

3.3 Proof Strategies
Definition 3.3.1. A strategy is a function P that takes a tiling T and produces a
collection of rules.

The strategy that generated the first rule used in the example in Figure 3.6 is the
cell insertion strategy. As shown in Figure 3.7, the idea of cell insertion is to consider
some cell in the tiling and to produce two tilings, one that represents the griddable
permutations that have a point in the cell and one which represents the griddable
permutations in which the cell is empty. The strategy considers all cells in the tiling
that do not have the point obstruction or the point requirement, which we call possibly
empty cells.
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– –

– –

Figure 3.6: Specification tree for Avp231q.

Definition 3.3.2. For a tiling T “ ppn,mq,O,Rq, the cell insertion strategy produces
the following rules for every possibly empty cell pi, jq:

T Ñ ppn,mq,O Y αpi, jq,Rq ` ppn,mq,O,RY αpi, jqq (3.3.1)

Proposition 3.3.3. The cell insertion strategy produces tuples satisfying the defini-
tion of rules.

Proof. The set of gridded permutations on the tilings on the right hand side of Equa-
tion (3.3.1) are disjoint and every gridded permutation in SpT q is griddable on one
of the two tilings on the right hand side, and it is therefore the disjoint union of the
two. l

Figure 3.7: The cell insertion strategy.

Some strategies produce sets of tilings containing only one tiling. We refer to those
strategies as equivalence strategies since they produce tilings equivalent to the input
tiling. An example of an equivalence strategy is the point placement that generated the
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first equivalence in the right child of the root in Figure 3.6. This strategy considers all
point requirements and “places” it on the tiling by choosing it to be one of the left most,
right most, highest or the lowest point in that particular cell. A pictorial description
is given in Figure 3.8. The placed point will get its own row and column which are
inserted and split the original row and column into two new rows and two new columns.
The obstructions that had points in the row or column of the requirement before the
split, will then need to be split between the new rows and columns in all possible ways
to maintain the obstructive properties over the same area of the tiling, as shown in
Figure 3.9.

– – – –

Figure 3.8: The point placement strategy, placing the required point as highest, lowest,
leftmost and rightmost, respectively.

To rigorously define the output of the point placement strategy, we first define how
the points of the obstructions are translated and how they are combined to form the
new obstructions.

Definition 3.3.4. A translation by point placement at pi, jq is a function λij : R2 Ñ

PpR2q defined as follows

λijpa, bq “ AˆB, A “

$

’

&

’

%

tau if a ă i

ta, a` 2u if a “ i

ta` 2u if a ą i

, B “

$

’

&

’

%

tbu if b ă i

tb, b` 2u if b “ i

tb` 2u if b ą i

When tilings are transformed by operations such as point placement, areas in the
transformed tiling still correspond to some area in the original tiling. Definition 3.3.4
gives us the mapping of cells when a point is placed in a tiling. The newly placed point
gets its own row and column and is located in the cell pi ` 1, j ` 1q. Everything to
the right of this location gets shifted to the right and everything above this location

–

Figure 3.9: Example showing how an obstruction in the same column as a point that is
being placed, gets split up into multiple obstructions, covering the area corresponding
to the original cell.
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gets shifted up. The obstructions get mapped in a similar manner to multiple new
obstructions that obstruct the same pattern over the newly enlarged area.

Definition 3.3.5. A translation of a gridded permutation by point placement at pi, jq
is a function κij of gridded permutations defined as follows

κijppπ, rpa1, b1q, . . . , pak, bkqsqq “ tpπ, Lq |L P λijpa1, b1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ λijpak, bkqu

Definition 3.3.6. Let T “ ppn,mq,O,Rq be a tiling which contains no requirement
that occupies a cell in row i or column j. A top point placement of a point requirement
in cell pi, jq of T is a tiling T 1 “ ppn` 2,m` 2q,O1,R1q such that

O1 “
ď

oPO
κijpoq Y βpi` 1, j ` 1q Y

tαpi` 1, jq, αpi, j ` 1q, αpi` 2, j ` 1q,

αpi´ 1, j ` 2q, αpi, j ` 2q, αpi` 1, j ` 2qu

R1 “
ď

rPR
κijprq Y tαpi` 1, j ` 1qu

The top point placement is one of the four point placements, where the placed point
is forced to be the topmost point in the cell. The other three symmetric approaches
place the lowest, left most and the right most point.

The point placement strategy uses the point placement in every direction on every
cell containing a point requirement and is not a point, that is, cells which do not
contain the 12 and 21 obstructions. In this thesis we will not treat the case where
points are inserted into a cell belonging to a row or column containing a requirement
(see Section 4.1). The strategy returns tuples of the form pT, tT 1u,∅q where T 1 is a
tiling where a point placement has been performed on some cell of T .

Proposition 3.3.7. The tuples returned by the point placement strategy satisfy the
definition of rules.

Instead of proving Proposition 3.3.7 we introduce a more general version of point
placement in Definition 3.3.14 and prove the correctness in Proposition 3.3.16.

To complete our example in Figure 3.6 we introduce the strategy used in the equiv-
alence of the right child of the root that produced a row separation rule. This strategy
observes 12 and 21 obstructions in a single row, and separates the cells of the points
into two rows, assuming that there is no other nonempty cell in the row.

– –

Figure 3.10: Example of row separation on 2 cells and 4 cells.

As can be seen in Figure 3.10, this method can be generalized to wider rows.

Definition 3.3.8. Let T “ ppn,mq,O,Rq be a tiling such that there exists a partition
of the cells in row j into sets A and B satisfying
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A “ ti | p21, rpl, jq, pi, jqsq P O for every l ă i, l P B and
p12, rpi, jq, pl, jqsq P O for every l ą i, l P Bu

B “ t1,2, . . . ,muzA

Then a row separation of row j of tiling T is a new tiling T 1 “ ppn` 1,mq,O1,R1q.

O1 “ AY tpπ, rtpi1, j1q, tpi2, j2q, . . . , tpik, jkqsq | pπ, rpi1, j1q, . . . , pik, jkqsq P Ou
R1 “ B Y tpπ, rtpi1, j1q, tpi2, j2q, . . . , tpik, jkqsq | pπ, rpi1, j1q, . . . , pik, jkqsq P Ru

where the translation t is defined as follows

tpa, bq “

$

’

&

’

%

pa, b` 1q if b “ j and i P A
pa, b` 1q if b ą j

pa, bq otherwise

The row separation strategy produces tuples pT, tT 1u,∅q of a tiling T and the row
separated tiling T 1 for every row in the tiling.

Proposition 3.3.9. The tuples generated by the row separation strategy satisfy the
definition of rules.

Proof. We will show that the translation function t is a length preserving bijection
between SpT q and SpT 1q. For any gridded permutation in T , the translation function is
guaranteed to preserve the relative ordering of the points not in row j and also between
the points in row j and those outside it. Consider the points of a gridded permutation
that are in row j. By the definition of A and B, any cell in A will have 21 obstructions
to the cells to the left that are in B and conversely, 12 obstructions to the cells to the
right that are in B. This implies that for any gridded permutation in T , the points
in row j that are in columns in A will always have higher coordinates than any point
that is in some column in B. Hence, the translation function t preserves the relative
ordering of the points in row j, and therefore maps to valid gridded permutations in
T 1. Similarly for t´1, any two points of a gridded permutation in T 1, located in row
j`1 or row j will not be obstructed by the 12, 21 obstructions of T , hence are mapped
to valid gridded permutations. l

The column separation strategy is a strategy analogous to the row separation strat-
egy for the separation of columns. Since the arguments for this strategy are identical
to the ones previously shown here, they are omitted.

3.3.1 Requirement Insertion and Placement

Consider a single celled tiling representing a set of griddable permutations. The cell
insertion partitions this set into those that contain a point and those that are empty.
We can continue with this idea and apply a similar method on the set of permutations
containing at least one point. Since they are all nonempty and therefore contain a 1
pattern, we can partition this set of permutations into those that contain a 12 and
those that do not. In general, the set of griddable permutations on a tiling with a
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localized2 requirement pπ, rpi, jq, . . . , pi, jqsq can be expressed as the disjoint union of
the permutations griddable on a tiling with the obstruction pπ1, rpi, jq, . . . , pi, jqsq and
those griddable on a tiling with the requirement pπ1, rpi, jq, . . . , pi, jqsq where π1 is a
permutation containing π as shown in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11: Example of a specification tree with requirement insertion.

Definition 3.3.10. The requirement insertion strategy produces for a tiling T “

ppn,mq,O,Rq and a requirement pπ, rpi, jq, . . . , pi, jqsq localized in pi, jq, the follow-
ing rules for every permutation π1 of length |π|` 1 such that π1 contains π.

T Ñ ppn,mq,O Y pπ1, rpi, jq, . . . , pi, jqsq,Rq
` ppn,mq,O,RY pπ1, rpi, jq, . . . , pi, jqsqq

(3.3.2)

and for every nonempty cell pi, jq with no occupying requirements

T Ñ ppn,mq,O Y p1, rpi, jqsq,Rq
` ppn,mq,O,RY p1, rpi, jqsqq

Proposition 3.3.11. The tuples generated by the requirement insertion strategy sat-
isfy the definition of rules.

Proof. The case where the cell pi, jq does not contain a localized requirement is analo-
gous to the proof of Proposition 3.3.3. Let r “ pπ, rpi, jq, . . . , pi, jqsq be a requirement
localized in pi, jq and let π1 be a permutation of length |π| ` 1 such that π1 contains
π. Every gridded permutation in SpT q will contain π gridded in pi, jq and can be
partitioned into two sets. Those that also grid a π1 in pi, jq and those that do not,
which are described by the two tilings in Equation 3.3.2. l

Just as requirement insertion generalizes cell insertion to any permutation, it is
natural to consider the placement of patterns, similar to point placements. By forcing
the point in the point placement T 1 of the tiling T , our mapping of gridded permuta-
tions in Definition 3.3.12 becomes unique, hence is a bijection. Intuitively, it chooses
the point in the cell to be a point that is unique for every permutation gridded on the
tiling. To maintain a unique mapping of gridded permutations when placing patterns
we utilize binary forced patterns. Since a permutation contains a forced pattern if and
only if it contains the “non-forced” underlying pattern, if a cell contains a requirement,
any permutation gridded on the tiling must contain a forced instance of the required

2occupying a single cell
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pattern. If the forced pattern is a binary pattern, we can uniquely map any gridded
permutation gridded on the original tiling to the tiling with the pattern placed. As
with cell insertion and point placement, we define how a gridded permutation gets
translated to the tiling with the pattern placed.

Definition 3.3.12. A translation by pattern placement of length k at pi, jq is a function
λkij : R2 Ñ PpRq, λkijpa, bq “ AˆB where A and B are the following

A “

$

’

&

’

%

tau if a ă i

ta, a` 2, . . . , a` 2ku if a “ i

ta` 2ku if a ą i

, B “

$

’

&

’

%

tbu if b ă i

tb, b` 2, . . . , b` 2ku if b “ i

tb` 2ku if b ą i

Definition 3.3.13. A translation of a gridded permutation by pattern placement of
length k at cell pi, jq is a function κkij of gridded permutations defined as follows

κkijppπ, rpa1, b1q, . . . , pal, blqsqq “ tpπ, Lq |L P λ
k
ijpa1, b1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ λ

k
ijpal, blqu

In point placement, the obstructions crossing the cell pi, jq where the point was
being placed, give rise to new obstructions that cover the same corresponding area.
When a pattern is placed into a cell, every point of the pattern will have its own row
and column. As can be seen in Figure 3.12, these new rows and columns split the
original cell into multiple rows and columns that correspond to the area between the
points of the pattern.

Definition 3.3.14. A pattern placement of a binary forced pattern pσ, F q of length
k into cell pi, jq of a tiling T “ ppn,mq,O,Rq containing a localized requirement
pσ, rpi, jq, . . . , pi, jqsq in cell pi, jq is a tiling T 1 “ ppn` 2k,m` 2kq,O1,R1q such that

O1 “
ď

oPO
κkijpoq YG Y

tαpa, bq | pa, bq ‰ pi` 2l ´ 1, j ` 2σl ´ 1q, l “ 1, 2, . . . , ku Y

tβpi` 2l ´ 1, j ` 2σl ´ 1q | l “ 1, 2, . . . , ku

R1 “
ď

rPR
κkijprq Y

tαpi` 2l ´ 1, j ` 2σl ´ 1q | l “ 1, 2, . . . , ku

where G is the reduced set of gridded permutations g of σ that are gridded on the cells
ri, i` 2ks ˆ rj, j ` 2ks with strengthF pgq ą strengthF ppσ, rpi` 1, j ` 2σ1 ´ 1q, . . . , pi`
2k ´ 1, j ` 2σk ´ 1qsqq. Instead of comparing indices and values, for the strength of
gridded permutations we compare the locations of the cells occupied by the gridded
permutations.

To ensure that the placed pattern corresponds to a unique occurrence of the re-
quired pattern we obstruct every gridding of the pattern with a greater force strength.
In Definition 3.3.14 this set of new obstructions which is referred to as G is defined to
be the set of all griddings of the pattern within the cell that have greater force strength
than the placed pattern. Figure 3.12 shows that this set as a reduced set of obstruc-
tions that obstruct the same griddings. The dashed lines show how the obstructions
form a 132 using the placed pattern.
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pi, jq

Figure 3.12: Example of the set G in Definition 3.3.14 that has been reduced and
where the pattern 132 with the force rp3,Ðq, p1,Ðqs is being placed.

Definition 3.3.15. The pattern placement strategy generates tuples pT, tT 1u,∅q for
every possible pattern placement T 1.

Theorem 3.3.16. The tuples generated by the pattern placement strategy satisfy the
condition of rules.

Proof. We show that there is a length preserving bijection from SpT q to SpT 1q for some
fixed pσ, F q. We let κij provide the mapping of the points of the gridded permutations
that lie outside cell pi, jq in T to the new tiling T 1. We construct the rest of the
mapping, which completes the bijection of the gridded permutations.

Consider a gridded permutation g “ pπ, rpa1, b2q, . . . , pau, buqsq on T that occupies
pi, jq. Since pi, jq has the localized requirement of σ, g must contain at least one
gridding of σ in cell pi, jq. Let c1, c2, . . . , ck denote the indices of the occurrence of the
binary forced pattern pσ, F q. Let θ be the mapping of the coordinates, defined below.

θpas, bsq “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

κijpas, bsq if pas, bsq ‰ pi, jq
pi` 2v ´ 1, j ` 2σv ´ 1q if s “ cv for some v “ 1, . . . , k

pi` 2v, j ` 2σwq if pas, bsq “ pi, jq, where
v “ max

u:sącu
u or 0 if s ă c1 and

σw “ max
πcu :πsąπcu

σu or 0 if πs ă πc1 , . . . , πck

Pictorial example is given in Figure 3.13 where the placed pattern is 231 with the force
pp1, Óq, p2, Òq, p3,Ðqq. By mapping the coordinates of the gridded permutations using
θ the underlying permutation is preserved. It is easy to see that two different griddings
of the same permutation are mapped by θ to different griddings, thus we have a length
preserving bijection from SpT q to SpT 1q. l

3.4 Applications to Enumeration
The Tilescope algorithm and the proof strategies mentioned in Section 3.3 have been
implemented and are available on GitHub (see Appendix A.1). Tilescope results are
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pi, jq
pi, jq

Figure 3.13: Example of the θ mapping in proof of Proposition 3.3.16 where the placed
pattern is 132.

Basis length 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Non RIE3 7 43 153 363 578 659 547 337
W/o requirement ins. & plac. 0 7 75 259 485 577 503 318
With requirement ins. & plac.4 0 1 26 187 449 596 519 331
Previously unenumerated5 0 1 15 49 71 64 40 18

Table 3.1: The number of enumerated classes by requirement insertion and placement
strategies.

listed on PermPAL [22], an online library of results on pattern avoidance and are given
as specification trees. Some specifications that have been found have used combina-
torial constructions where automatic enumerations are not obtainable due to lack of
implementation of certain counting methods. In this section we will focus on the result
of Tilescope with the requirement insertion and requirement placement strategies from
Subsection 3.3.1 on permutation classes with bases that are subsets of S4. The number
of permutation classes with basis elements from S4 are 16 777 216 but after considering
symmetries only 2897 classes are not regular insertion encodable [16], [17].

The Tilescope algorithm equipped with the requirement insertion and placement
strategies can almost enumerate all classes with 7 and more basis elements. These
classes are generally considered to be easy but still require a lot of tedious work due
to the sheer number of classes. The number of enumerated classes by the requirement
insertion and placement strategies out of previously unenumerated classes is given in
Table 3.1.

The main advantage of the requirement insertion and placement strategies is that it
generally gives small specification trees, which means we get small systems of equations
to solve. Some combination of strategies can produce specification trees with more than
1000 nodes. We give an example of a specification tree of a class that uses requirement
insertion and placement strategies.

3Regular insertion encodable.
4Where a specification is found that uses requirement insertion and placement of pattern of length

at least 2.
5With Tilescope.
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Figure 3.14: A specification tree for the class Avp1234, 1243, 1324, 1342, 1423, 2341q.

Example 3.4.1. Let D “ t1234, 1243, 1324, 1342, 1423, 2341u, a specification tree for
AvpDq found by Tilescope using requirement insertion and placement is given in Fig-
ure 3.14. The algorithm constructs the one by one root tiling with obstructions cor-
responding to the basis D. The series of requirement insertions is simplified in this
example to fit the tree in the figure. Nonetheless, the same arguments apply to this
variation, the gridded permutation griddable on the root tiling can be partitioned into
those that contain a 123 and those that do not. Since 123 avoiders are well known we
continue only with the tiling containing the 123 requirement. The algorithm performs
a pattern placement using the force pp3, Óq, p2,Ðq, p1,Ðqq and separates the tiling into
the components shown, which is possible since they do not share any rows or columns.
The 12 avoiders and t123, 132u avoiders are well known so we consider the component
containing the crossing obstruction. Note that, even though the point does not oc-
cupy any cell in the rows or the column of the obstructions, it can still be considered
jointly. The resulting tiling is a rightmost point placement of the tiling with 123 ob-
struction and point requirement. This gives us the generating function FDpxq for the
class AvpDq:

FDpxq “ Cpxq ` x2 ¨ F12pxq ¨ F123,132pxq ¨ pCpxq ´ 1q

“ Cpxq ` x2 ¨
1

p1´ xq
¨
p1´ xq

p1´ 2xq
¨ pCpxq ´ 1q

“
Cpxqpx2 ´ 2x` 1q ´ x2

p1´ 2xq
l
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The most interesting setting of the requirement insertion and placement is when
working with basis elements of length 4 and length 4 patterns are inserted. In our im-
plementation the requirement insertion and placement strategies are performed at the
root when only the basis element obstructions are present in the tiling. When length 4
patterns are placed, the resulting specifications refer to and depend on the permutation
class with the pattern added to the basis. The longest of these chains of such refer-
ences consists of 3 classes, starting with Avp1324, 2341q, Avp1324, 1342, 2341q which
then refers to Avp1324, 1342, 2314, 2341q. A simplified version of the specification tree
is given in Figure 3.15. Miner [23] proved the relationship between Avp1324, 2341q and
Avp1324, 1342, 2314, 2341q by using complex arguments involving length 5 patterns.
This relation as shown Figure 3.15 in gives us the enumeration of Avp1324, 2341q since
Avp1324, 1342, 2314, 2341q has been shown to be enumerated by the central binomial
coefficients [24].

Avp1324, 2341q

Avp123q Avp1324, 2341q X Cop123q

Avp1324, 2341q X Cop1342q

Avp1324, 1342, 2341q X Cop123q

Avp123, 213q Avp1324, 2341q X Cop123q

Avp1324, 1342, 2314, 2341q X Cop123q Avp1324, 1342, 2341q X Cop2314q

Avp1324, 1342, 2341q X Cop123q Avp132, 231q

Avp1324, 1342, 2314, 2341q

Avp123q

Figure 3.15: Simplified specification tree for the class Avp1324, 2341q.

From the simplified specification tree in Figure 3.15 we get the following system of
equations.

F1pxq “ F2pxq ` F3pxq

F2pxq “ Cpxq

F3pxq “ F4pxq ` F5pxq

F4pxq “ x ¨ F6pxq ¨ F3pxq

F5pxq “ F7pxq ` F8pxq

F6pxq “
x´ 1

2x´ 1

F7pxq “ F9pxq ´ F2pxq

F8pxq “ F5pxq ¨ x ¨ F6pxq

F9pxq “ 1`
x

?
1´ 4x

We can solve for F1pxq to obtain the generating function that was given in Theorem 1.1
of Miner [23].
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

One of the goals of this thesis was to coincidence classify mesh patterns. We have suc-
cessfully done so for patterns of length 2 and 3. The number of coincidence classes for
each pattern is given in Table 4.1 with the number of classes with different cardinalities.

Pattern 12 123 132

Number of mesh patterns 512 65536 65536
Coincidence classes 220 33516 33350
Coincidence classes of size 1 161 23908 23035
Coincidence classes of size 2 37 6116 6598
Coincidence classes of size 3 2 132 286
Coincidence classes of size 4 11 1961 2182
Coincidence classes of size 5 0 16 46
Coincidence classes of size 6 0 172 164
Coincidence classes of size 7 0 0 0
Coincidence classes of size ě 8 9 1211 1039

Table 4.1: Number of coincidence classes of mesh patterns with underlying patterns
12, 123 and 132.

The number of singleton classes show how effective the experimental classification
can be, since roughly third of the patterns are not coincident with any other mesh
pattern. From the table we can also see that for 123 and 132 more than 90% of the
coincidence classes contain at most 4 mesh patterns, which greatly reduces the number
of comparisons in contrast to running the algorithm on every pair of pattern. What is
most interesting about the experimental classification is that it managed to coincidence
classify the mesh patterns successfully by considering the permutations of length 1, 3,
5, 10 for patterns of length 0 up to 3 respectively.

Conjecture 4.0.1. The mesh patterns of length n can be coincidence classified by
experimental classification with permutations of length pn` 1q2 ` n.

The intuition behind the term pn` 1q2 ` n is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.0.9.
Consider two mesh patterns p, p1 with the same underlying classical pattern and a
permutation π that contains p but not p1. Then in every occurrence of p in π, there
must be a point in an area that corresponds to a shaded region in p1. Since there are
pn ` 1q2 squares and n points in a mesh pattern of length n, we obtain the term in
Conjecture 4.0.1.
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The ideas of The Shading Algorithm motivated the theories and methods developed
for the Tilescope algorithm, namely the requirement insertion and placement strategies.
The notion of forced patterns was formalized to the extent of being implemented in a
computer program and used in the enumeration of several permutation classes. With
the requirement insertion and placement strategies the Tilescope algorithm produced
combinatorial specification for Avp1324, 2341q which resulted in its enumeration. As
shown in Table 3.1, Tilescope produced specifications for 26 classes with basis of length
4 and 187 for classes with basis of length 4. These classes include all three classes
enumerated by Callan and Mansour [25] as shown in Table 4.2.

Class Citation
Avp1234, 1342, 4123q Callan and Mansour [26]
Avp1243, 1342, 2134q Callan and Mansour [25]
Avp1243, 2134, 2341q Callan and Mansour [25]
Avp1243, 2134, 3412q Callan and Mansour [25]
Avp1243, 2143, 2413q Shattuck, Mansour, and Callan [27]
Avp1243, 2314, 4123q Callan and Mansour [26]
Avp1243, 2341, 4123q Callan, Mansour, and Shattuck [28]
Avp1324, 1342, 2341q Callan and Mansour [29]
Avp1324, 1342, 3142q Callan, Mansour, and Shattuck [30]
Avp1324, 1342, 4123q Callan, Mansour, and Shattuck [31]
Avp1324, 1432, 3412q Callan, Mansour, and Shattuck [31]
Avp1324, 2143, 4231q Callan and Mansour [32]
Avp1324, 2341, 4123q Callan and Mansour [29]
Avp1324, 2413, 3142q Callan and Mansour [33]
Avp1324, 2413, 3241q Callan and Mansour [29]
Avp1324, 2431, 3412q Callan and Mansour [29]
Avp1342, 1423, 1432q Callan and Mansour [26]
Avp1342, 1423, 2314q Callan, Mansour, and Shattuck [31]
Avp1342, 1423, 3412q Callan, Mansour, and Shattuck [31]
Avp1342, 1432, 2431q Callan, Mansour, and Shattuck [30]
Avp1342, 2314, 4123q Callan and Mansour [26]
Avp1342, 2341, 2413q Callan and Mansour [33]
Avp1342, 2341, 3124q Callan, Mansour, and Shattuck [31]
Avp1342, 2413, 3142q Shattuck, Mansour, and Callan [27]
Avp1342, 2413, 4123q Callan and Mansour [26]
Avp1342, 3142, 3412q Mansour and Shattuck [34]

Table 4.2: List of classes with size 3 basis of length 4 patterns that Tilescope enumer-
ated using requirement insertion and placement.

4.1 Future work
One of the obvious next steps with The Shading Algorithm would be the classification
of length 4 mesh patterns. The main issue is the number of mesh patterns to clas-
sify since the length of the underlying pattern increases and the number of different
shadings increases to 225. The experimental classification becomes even more vital in
this case, but the length of the permutations to consider also increases dramatically
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Figure 4.1: Point placement with another requirement occupying the same row.

and the task becomes computationally impractical. When considering the proof of
Proposition 2.3.5 with tilings in mind, we can see that at the start of the proof, a
requirement insertion is performed, followed by requirement placement. By modifying
The Shading Algorithm to use tilings would give us the proof of this last case and
therefore be able to fully classify the mesh patterns automatically.

The requirement insertion and placement and the other strategies mentioned in
Section 3.3 are not the only strategies for Tilescope as one would expect. Since the
focus in this thesis is the application of forced patterns as the placement of requirements
we focus only on extensions to the strategies presented here.

The requirement insertions and placements performed in this thesis have all been
on 1 by 1 tilings starting from the root tiling of the specifications. The requirement
insertion and placement can be naturally generalized to be applicable on any cell of
a tiling. For that, we would need to define how the requirements in the same row or
column as a cell where requirement is being placed would react. An example of this
can be seen in Figure 4.1, where a requirement in a row where a point is being placed
gets split up into multiple requirements in the same manner as the obstructions. In
the left tiling, a 12 is required in the right cell of the tiling but in the corresponding
area of the right tiling the required 12 can be gridded in the three different ways
shown. We would therefore need to modify our definition of tilings such that the set of
requirements R is redefined to be a set of sets of requirements R “ tR1, R2, . . . , Rku,
Ri “ tr1, r2, . . . , rlu. Each gridded permutation would then have to satisfy at least
one requirement ri in every set Rj of requirements of R. This behavior has yet to
be implemented in the Tilescope algorithm and would give it the ability to work with
multiple requirements on a tiling without needing to place them instantly.

One of the requirements of the right tiling in Figure 4.1 crosses between two cells.
This was not addressed in this thesis but has potential for strategies that could allow
Tilescope to enumerate juxtaposition classes, introduced by Brignall and Sliacan [35].
The juxtaposition classes are special cases of grid classes. The ones considered by
Brignall and Sliacan [35] were juxtapositions of length 3 patterns and length 2 patterns.
The permutations in these juxtaposition classes can be split into two parts, such that
one part avoids a pattern of length 3 and the other part avoids a pattern of length
2. These juxtapositions can be represented by a 2 by 1 tiling with obstruction of the
first class localized in the left cell and obstruction of the second pattern localized in
the right cell such as the tiling in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: A tiling representing the juxtaposition class Avp12|132q.
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To count the permutations in the juxtaposition class, the permutations griddable
on a corresponding tiling must be counted. Since the initial tiling, such as in Figure 4.2
can have multiple griddings of the same permutation, the enumeration of the gridded
permutations does not give the enumeration of the griddable permutations. To solve
this, we can modify the tiling such that every permutation griddable on the original
tiling has a unique gridding on the new tiling. Consider a permutation griddable on
the tiling in Figure 4.2 and its gridding such that the number of points in the left cell is
maximized. Either the right cell is empty or a crossing 12 pattern is gridded across the
two cells. The first case is easy but in the second case we can apply similar methods
to what we have discussed in this thesis, the requirement insertion and placement. By
placing a binary forced 12 we have made the gridding of any permutation on the tiling
unique and other strategies can take over from there.
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Appendix A

The Shading Algorithm

A.1 Implementation of The Shading Algorithm
The Python implementations of The Shading Algorithm, Shading Lemma and The
Simultaneous Shading Lemma are available at Gudmundsson, Magnusson, and Ulfars-
son [20]. The core of the implementations lies in the file tsa5_knowledge.py under
the directory the_shading_algorithm. The script classify.py reads in experimen-
tal classes with known coincidence relations of the patterns and calls The Shading
Algorithm on pairs of patterns to decide their coincidence. The full classification of
the mesh patterns with underlying classes 12, 123 and 231 is given in the files located
in the directory results/final_results.

A.2 Results of The Shading Algorithm
Each result file in the results/final_results of the GitHub repository [20], contains
multiple lines, where each line represents a coincidence class. We represent the mesh
of the patterns with an integer such that the binary representation of the integer
describes the shadings. Starting with the least significant bit, the i-th bit is set to 1 if
vti{pn` 1qu, i mod pn` 1qw is shaded.

A.3 Listing of The Shading Algorithm
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Algorithm 1 The Shading Algorithm.
1: Input: Mesh patterns p “ pτ, Rq, F , q “ pτ, R1q, d
2: Output: Success or Failure
3:
4: function UpdateOcc(c “ c1 ¨ ¨ ¨ cn, va, bw)
5: for all ci do
6: if ci ě j then c1i Ð ci ` 1 else c1i Ð ci
7: end for
8: return c11c

1
2 ¨ ¨ ¨ c

1
n

9: end function
10:
11: function UpdateForce(F 1 “ ppt1, d1q, . . . , ptk, dkqq, va, bw)
12: for all ti do
13: if ti ě j then t1i Ð ti ` 1 else t1i Ð ti
14: end for
15: return ppt11, d1q, . . . , pt1k, dkqq
16: end function
17:
18: function TSA(w “ pσ, Y q, c, F 1, d)
19: for each occurrence c1 of the classical pattern τ in w do
20: Let T be the largest shading such that c1 is an occurrence of pτ, T q in w
21: if R is a subset of T and strengthF pc1q ą strengthF pcq then
22: return Success
23: end if
24: if pτ, T q implies an occurrence of q then
25: return Success
26: end if
27: if d ą 0 then
28: OKÐ True
29: Let S “ ts1, s2, . . . , sku be the squares in w that correspond to R1zT
30: for iÐ 1 to k do
31: if for all a P tÒ,Ñ,Ð, Óu,

TSAppσ, Y Y ts1, s2, . . . , si´1uqsi a,UpdOccpcq,UpdForpF 1q, d´ 1q
returns Failure then

32: OKÐ False
33: end if
34: end for
35: if OK then
36: return Success
37: end if
38: end if
39: end for
40: return Failure
41: end function
42:
43: return TSApp, τ, F, dq
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